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Dark Testament (1970) 
By Pauli Murray 
I sing of a new American 
Separate from all others, 
Yet enlarged and diminished by all others. 
 
I am the child of kings and serfs, freemen and slaves, 
Having neither superiors nor inferiors, 
Progeny of all colors, all cultures, all systems, all beliefs. 
 
I have been enslaved, yet my spirit is unbound. 
I have been cast aside, but I sparkle in the darkness. 
 
I have been slain but live on in the river of history. 
I seek no conquest, no wealth, no power, no revenge: 
I seek only discovery 















Pauli Murray (1910-1985) was eccentric.  She was self-admittedly tempestuous, zealous, 
and had a restless energy, which she put towards overcoming injustice.  Her legacy is systems of 
discrimination undone.  Murray’s labor was not only this gift to society, but finding freedom for 
herself as well. 
She reveled, dearly, in the symbolic.  She was an observer of the world, and in everything 
she saw and experienced, she leveled a new thesis.  Murray saw herself as a “poetic” person who 
tended “to deal in symbols.”1    A die-hard dog lover, Murray named her spotted dog ‘Black-and-
White Together- We-Shall Overcome’2.  It’s a long name for a dog, but a fitting canine portrait 
of her politics.    
Murray longed to obliterate segregation and instead sought a unified society free from 
constraints propagated by racial, gender, sexual difference.  The essence of this transcendent 
world, queer in its construction, marked both her politics and reinvention of her being.  Turning 
away from the restriction of social binaries, Murray was in constant mediation about the extent to 
which her humanity and ours was illimitable.  
In regards to her own being, she articulated in (just a page into her autobiography) the 
plenteous ways she understood herself to be a powerful force of reconciliatory forces.  
Speculating the events of her birth, Murray had “recurring fantasies about the transmigration of 
souls.”3 She theorized that within twenty-four hours of her nativity, the Russian writer Leo 








2	Pauli Murray. Song in a Weary Throat: An American Pilgrimage (New York: Harper & Row, 1978)	
3	Pauli Murray. Song in a Weary Throat: An American Pilgrimage (New York: Harper & Row, 1978), 2.	
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committed to a non-violent lifestyle.  She was also born into something cosmic.  The year of her 
birth, Haley’s Comet entered Earth’s field for the first time.  She found significance in the other 
moments surrounding her birth as well.  The year of her birth coincided with the beginnings of 
the NAACP and the National Urban League.  She also mused, fondly, about the ways in which 
she was conceived in love.  Her parents were on the verge of separation right before her birth.  
Baby Pauli Murray, however, marked their passionate reunion—“I, not a divorce, was the 
result.”4 
Even beset by hardship, Murray fell into rhythms of love, which led her to believe that 
there was indeed something special about her being.  She was orphaned at a young age.  
Murray’s Aunt Pauline, her paternal aunt who raised her, would insist on Murray’s excellence, 
guide her towards high self-expectation and insist that she was quite special.  That Murray was 
born on a Sunday was a good portent.  Murray’s Aunt would rhyme to her, “And a child born on 
the Sabbath day/ Is fair and good and wise and gay.”5  Murray was indeed a generous spirit and 
she would see this in herself and offer it to the world throughout her lifetime.  Murray reflected, 
“All of this had a powerful effect on my image of self as I was growing up.  Increasingly, I saw 
myself through her eyes as a child of reconciliation conceived in love.”6  Such was the message 











Introduction : Pauli Murray as a Post-Soul Eccentric Performer: History and Queer World-
Making 
 
In Francesca Royster’s Sounding Like a No-No: Queer Sounds and Eccentric Acts in the 
Post-Soul Era (2013), Royster discusses the black eccentric performers who transgressed static 
gender, sex, and racial boundaries.  Her analysis follows the trajectories of artists such as Grace 
Jones, Michael Jackson, Prince and Eartha Kitt in reverence to the transformative power in their 
irregular, odd, and capricious performance. Royster interprets these performers as “traffickers of 
authenticity” whose organic intellectual work in performance challenged “their listeners to 
rethink and re-experience blackness through new, sometimes less familiar and comfortable 
positionalities.” 7   In other words, by enacting eccentric iconographies and music, black 
eccentrics of the Post Soul era demanded that their loyal audiences play with their own 
conceptions of what is black and what is queer.  Ultimately, what Royster creates is a queer 
framework that positions eccentric black performers as skillful architects of blackness expanded 
and queerness embodied.  
As I read about the eccentric black performers of the Post-Soul era, I could not help but 
think about a black eccentric who inspired me, the twentieth century freedom fighter, Pauli 
Murray. Though Pauli Murray was not a singer or dancer, she was a 20TH Century African 
American, queer, Southern, writer, poet, activist, priest, woman whose legacy has allowed me to 
re-experience my blackness and my queerness.  I know she did this for others, too.  I worked at a 
historic site to honor her legacy and I noticed how eagerly people clung to her story.  They cited 
her life of courage as a source of inspiration.  
																																																								
7 Francesa Royster. Sounding Like a No-No: Queer Sounds and Eccentric Acts in Post-Soul Era (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 2013), 20. 
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In this introduction I will explain the ways in which Pauli Murray was an eccentric black 
performer whose artistry rhymes with the Post-Soul Eccentrics Royster describes.  Like the black 
eccentric performers, Pauli Murray eccentrically performed her identities, and preserved her life 
of audacious transgressions for others to find. Murray’s legacy is a “soundtrack to queer world 
making.”8 
First, a bit of history, and this is truly just a bit.  Pauli Murray (1910-1985) was a mixed-
ancestry African American woman and lifelong freedom fighter. She crusaded for justice as a 
lawyer, priest, poet, historian, and organizer. Murray is often regarded as being ahead of her time 
on matters regarding women’s rights and civil rights. In an introduction to Murray’s 
autobiography, Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes Norton, one of Murray’s mentees from the 
A.C.L.U., writes, “Pauli never lived in the past. She lived on the edge of history, seeming to pull 
it along with her. She was a civil rights activist before there was activism, and a feminist when 
feminists could not be found.”9 This statement is indeed consistent with Pauli Murray’s legacy.  
Black Women’s Intellectual History scholar, Britney Cooper writes about Murray’s 
tremendous contributions to social justice in her viral article, “Black, queer, feminist, erased 
from history: Meet the most important legal scholar you’ve likely never heard of” (2015).  
Cooper’s article provides both Murray’s track record for justice and speculation of why more of 
us do not know it.  Fifteen years before Rosa Parks refused to move to the back of the bus, 
Murray was arrested for refusing to sit in the black-only section of a Richmond bus. She took her 
case to the courts. She organized restaurant sit-ins in the 1940s, twenty years before the national 
“sit-in” movement. Murray coined the term “Jane Crow” in the 1940s to describe sexist 
																																																								
8 Ibid., 24.		
9	Eleanor Holmes Norton. Introduction to Song in a Weary Throat: An American Pilgrimage, ed. Marjorie Horvitz 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1986), xi.  
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oppression and the compounding effects of racism and sexism, an important precursor to Black 
Feminist paradigms such as intersectionality and Womanist theology.   
Though often not given the credit, “Murray may be the most important Black legal 
scholar” in our country's history.10  In 1940 Murray entered the law school with the “the single-
minded intention of destroying Jim Crow.”11  As a lawyer, Murray authored The States Laws on 
Race and Color, which Thurgood Marshall called “the bible for civil rights lawyers.”12 A radical 
legal scholar, Murray’s final law school paper in 1944 argued that racial segregation was a 
constitutional violation. Murray did not rely on legal precedent, but instead cited the psychic and 
social harm of segregation.  At the time, Civil Rights lawyers were primarily focused on 
enforcing the “equal” part of “separate but equal.”  That Murray argued for a complete paradigm 
shift was literally laughable to her colleagues and she recalls this idea being considered “too 
visionary.”13  Murray placed a wager on the decision with her colleagues.  A decade later, her 
colleagues consulted her essay for the renowned Brown v. Board of Education, which 
successfully desegregated public spaces. It would not be until 1963 that on a visit to Howard law 
school, Murray would learn that they used her essay.  She collected her ten dollars.  
																																																								
10 Amen Oyiboke, Sounding Like a No-No: Queer sounds and eccentric acts in the post-soul moment  How Feminist 








12 Erica Stewart, "To Buy the Sun: The Challenge of Pauli Murray | Pauli Murray House | National Trust for 




13 Pauli Murray. Song in a Weary Throat: An American Pilgrimage (New York: Harper & Row, 1978), 221.  	
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Murray carried these same lessons to gender justice, yet still remained in the shadows.   
Murray was named an honorary co-author by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg the 1971 case, Reed 
v. Reed, which ruled for the first time that discrimination on the basis of sex was 
unconstitutional.  In 1967 Murray, alongside Betty Friedan, co-founded the National 
Organization for Women (NOW).  Though, she would soon leave the organization for its racial 
class exclusionary politics offering the organization her resounding political polemic, “Since, as 
a human being, I cannot allow myself to be fragmented into Negro at one time, woman at 
another, or worker at another, I must find a unifying principle in all of these movements to which 
I can adhere.…This, it seems to me, is not only good politics, but also may be the price of 
survival.”14  This message of fierce reconciliation persisted throughout Murray’s life.   
   In 1977, Murray became the first African American woman to be ordained an 
Episcopal priest.  She has now been elevated to Sainthood. She published award-winning books 
on memoir, family history, and poetry.  Murray’s writings merge themes of family history, 
understudied realities of miscegenation in the U.S., and capture the zeitgeist of various raical and 
economic justice movements throughout her lifetime.  
Murray’s contributions to U.S. social justice history is profound and under-told.  
Remembering Pauli Murray has historically been a challenge.  Murray portrayed a masculine of 
center gender performance in her 20s and 30s and had romantic relationships with women 
throughout her life.   Consequently, she has been sidelined in the memory banks of civil rights 
history.  Cooper and others have expounded on the dictates of respectability excluding Murray 
from history. 
																																																								




The civil rights struggle demanded respectable performances of black manhood 
and womanhood, particularly from its heroes and heroines, and respectability 
meant being educated, heterosexual, married and Christian. Murray’s open lesbian 
relationships and her gender nonconforming identity disrupted the dictates of 
respectability, making it easier to erase her five decades of important intellectual 
and political contributions from our broader narrative of civil rights.15 
And yet, Murray was determined to be remembered.  Pauli Murray’s FBI files (where she 
was audited as a freedom fighter) suggested that she lived at more than 50 addresses during her 
lifetime, yet she managed to leave a bountiful archive of work and writings—2,500 folders of 
material in her archives. Barbara Lau, the historian who discovered this writes, "Somewhere, she 
got that what she was pushing for was important and that at some point, people would want to 
know about her.”16 To me, this is Pauli’s art.  She left us an archive from which we can learn 
about our world and ourselves.  Prince, Eartha Kitt, and Michael Jackson left us with video, 
albums and magazine to celebrate and challenge our cultural identities. Pauli Murray left us with 
scholarship, archives, portraits and poetry. 
The way in which Murray resiliently preserved a record of her life is reminiscent of the 
black eccentric performers who curated their own iconographies.  Murray’s resilient will to 
control her narrative, in the fullness of its complexity, is a characteristic that places her alongside 
Post-Soul eccentrics.  Royster argues that for black eccentric performers, the act of renaming 
themselves marked a principal way to redefine their own subjectivity.  For each black eccentric a 
																																																								
15 Cooper, Brittney. "Black, Queer, Feminist, Erased from History: Meet the Most Important Legal Scholar You've 




16 Waggoner, Martha. "Pauli Murray: Historic Change Agent for Women, Blacks." The Christian Science Monitor. 




renaming offered a new mode of presenting themselves in a way that disrupted audience’s 
narrow readings of who they could be.  
One example Royster offers of self-naming for black eccentrics is Prince, who in a battle 
with his record label to gain rights to his music, became the “Artist Formerly Known As 
Prince.”  Michael Jackson became the “King of Pop” and named his sons with titles like 
“Prince”, asserting his royalty and theirs.  This change exemplified black eccentrics participating 
in a “supreme self-naming and reclaiming of place in in history, creating a new line of 
descent.”17  Prince later chose a glymph character as a way to represent himself.  Royster offers 
that the glymph is actually a combination of the female and male symbols, which signifies “its 
unpronouncebility, the insufficiency of language to capture the full spectrum of a fully 
emancipated, fully human self.”18  The process of politicizing and self-naming is not only 
significant in itself, but it also is a valiant provocation of gender ambiguity. Prince’s self-naming 
creates a queer aesthetic that is impervious to authority and curious to any fan. 
We call Pauli “Pauli” not because she was not born with this name.  Instead she chose the 
gender- neutral name for herself during her twenties.   Yet, Pauli did not leave just one name. 
During this same decade in which she changed her name in the 1930s, she created her album of 
self-portraits included in her scrapbook, “The Life and Times of an American Called Pauli 
Murray.”  With each photograph she offered a different label, “The Imp” for a photo in which 
she slyly grins over her shoulder.  “The Dude” marks a photograph in which she poses in a 
dapper men’s suit.  And the “Crusader” designates a photograph where she stands holding her 
briefcase, staring intently into a camera and dressed to a T, looking dashingly determined.  And 
																																																								
17	Royster, Francesca. Sounding Like a No-No: Queer sounds and eccentric acts in the post-soul moment . 




thus the album leaves us wondering. What compelled Pauli to be impish?  For which causes 
would she crusade? Whatever our guesses may be, Pauli made clear that this was her America.  
She asserted citizenship, gender fluidity and an image of the past staunchly different from the 
narrow Black Freedom struggle crusaders that I had ever seen.  
During my time at Pauli Murray’s historic site we hosted an exhibit about Pauli Murray’s 
life entitled, “Pauli Murray: Imp, Crusader, Dude, Priest.”  Her portraits from the 30s hung as 
murals in the exhibit. One interactive activity at the exhibit was a large wall where people 
responded to the prompt, “ People see me as…, But I see myself as….”  Seeing Pauli, and 
hearing her story, we were forced to think about our own identities.  It is not everyday that queer, 
black, eccentric women are centered in our history.  It is not everyday that their performances 
lead us to critically engage who we are and what boundaries we face and put up in the world.  In 
these instances I saw that Pauli “mean[s] and mean[s] intensely for other black and queer lives, 
as models, influences, and soundtracks to queer world making.”19 We each clung to pieces of her 
identities, and multiple pieces.  Black Feminist, Southern preacher, aunt, orphan daughter, Black, 
white, trans, niece, man, queer, questioning, child, lesbian--- she drew us near.  Her artistry, the 
insistence to name and claim, makes her a meaning maker for our world today. 
What I love about Royster’s formulation is that it is a framework that honors the finesse 
of creators and truly hopes for a queering of our lives. To seriously oversimplify the argument, 
wouldn’t we have to be more gorgeously queer if we listened to more Prince?  Wouldn’t we be 
more gorgeously queer if we read more Pauli Murray?  Let’s embrace our eccentric histories and 
find out. 
																																																								
19	Royster, Francesca. Sounding Like a No-No: Queer sounds and eccentric acts in the post-soul moment  













“The Imp!” 1931 
In this photograph, Pauli Murray, at age 21, sits for a portrait.  A portrait is intended to 
capture one’s likeness and personality.  Yet, her eyes dart away from the lens, escaping its gaze.  
Her guise evokes ambiguity. She is not in a frilly dress top typical of feminine fashion at the 
time.  She does not dawn a sultry or sweet smile.  Nor is she in a men’s suit with a stern focus. 
Instead, her neutral sweater and collared shirt create an androgynous aesthetic.  Her low haircut 
adds to her casually epicene look. Her teeth slightly bared, dazzle as the photo’s focal point. Her 
grin is both smug and aloof. Murray appears to be self-satisfied with her skillfully evasive 
representation.  The illegibility, the eccentricity, the queerness of this photo seems to be a perfect 
portrait, indeed, for the young Pauli Murray.  
Murray named this photo “The Imp!” Her sly grin corroborates the portrait’s title and 
portrays her as mischievous and playful, a sprite of sorts.  Striking this pose, in this outfit and 
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labeling photograph “The Imp!” “The Imp!” the illusive character for whom incomprehensibility 
is a political pillar Murray promises that she is up to something.  She was always up to 
something. In whose face was Murray grinning?  In what ways was she committed to being 
mischievous, to causing trouble?  
 
Overview: 
In my thesis I follow the qualities in Murray’s life that suggest contrariety and 
eccentricity. In particular, I trace Murray’s performances in her portraits from the 1930s, which 
display her racial, gender, and sex reinvention.  I illuminate these portraits as markers of Post-
Soul Eccentricity to place Murray in a tradition in which her quare performance can be 
understood and suggest that her offbeat performances were part of her politics invested in Queer 
World-Making.  I locate these ideas in portraits of Pauli Murray’s scrapbook viewed 
synchronously with her autobiography, Song in A Weary Throat: An American Pilgrimage 
(1987) and biographical sources. 
Emergences of post-soul eccentricity allow us to read Murray’s investments in queer 
world making.  As an intervention in Pauli Murray historiography, the framework allows for an 
agentic Murray to boldly perform the subjectivities and freedoms, which her public role as a race 
woman fastidiously policed.  
Uniquely within Pauli Murray historiography, I describe that tactics and freedoms of self-
reinvention in the scrapbook Murray created, “The Life and Times of an American Called Pauli 
Murray.” I argue that Murray’s scrapbook—a blurred space of public and private—allows 
	 15	
Murray to shift beyond the dictates of respectable public performance.  I examine Murray’s self-
consciousness navigating the dictates of black female embodiment.20   
In Chapter One, I highlight Murray’s agency in creating a representation of herself, the 
politics of misrecognition which she chooses as a tactic to express herself in the scrapbook, and 
presence of her historic memory-- and embodied knowledge from which she draws on to 
establish a new gender ambiguous self.   
In Chapter Two, I then expound upon portraits that display Murray proudly crossing 
racial, gender and sexuality lines.  I interpret these portraits as embodying freedom. I argue that 
Murray’s portraits envision her life beyond the confining gender, race, and sex categories that 
she fought to reveal and destabilize in her activism.   
 
Was Pauli Murray queer theorizing?  How did her performances intentionally challenge 
heteronormativity?  What does Murray’s black feminist queer politics look like?  How must we 
read texts to find out?  Which texts elucidate these visions?  How was she performing dissent 
and freedom?  How was Murray’s work rooted in black female subjectivity? What is the utility 
of reading Pauli Murray through a Post-Soul Eccentric framework? 
 
Theories 
 Who are Post-Soul Eccentrics?  Why picture Murray among them? 
Francesca Royster introduces this conceptual framework in Sounding Like a No-No: Queer 
Sounds and Eccentric Acts in the Post-Soul Moment (2013).  In an interview on Left of Black, 




“representations of blackness and these moments of eruptions of funk, as Toni Morrison would 
say, where the characters seem to have a life of their own.  They kind of take off beyond the 
structures that were created for them in performance and otherwise.”21  My thesis is chiefly 
concerned with these “take off” moments.  Pauli Murray’s Post-Soul eccentricity allows me to 
decipher moments in Pauli Murray’s history—especially embodied performance, where 
boundaries of identity are troubled and reinventions occur.  
The Post-Soul eccentric is a black performer who in some way exceeds the social 
standards of appropriate cultural performance.  The Post-Soul eccentricity lens provides a way to 
interpret the rebellious spirit of eccentric performers who possessed the  “ability to locate 
themselves in a freedom movement in an otherwise constraining situation—specifically the 
constraints of a brittle history of racial, gender, class, and sexual stereotypes.”22 Post-Soul 
eccentricity traces androgynous, queer, and difficult to read qualities, and embraces these 
ambiguities as invitations for inquiry and possibilities for freedom.  It places these performances 
in a broad tradition of quare performance. Ultimately, what Royster creates is a queer framework 
that positions eccentric black performers as skillful architects of blackness expanded and 
queerness embodied. 
Why picture Murray among them?  The significance of Royster’s Black eccentric 
framework for my work is that it accounts for respectability politics and how black eccentric 
performers tactfully repudiate them.  All of these icons share being “overlooked by the critics 
because of their “strangeness”— and in particular, because of the ways that they exist outside of 
dominant modes of blackness, including normative heterosexuality.” (Royster 23). Furthermore, 
Royster conjectures that this sidelining of critical engagement with such figures is due to “the 
																																																								
21	Francesca	Royster,	interview	by	Mark	Anthony	Neal,	Left	of	Black	with	Francesca	Royster,	April	22,	2013.		
22	Francesca Royster. Sounding Like a No-No: Queer sounds and eccentric acts in the post-soul moment  
(University of Michigan Press, 2013), 15.	
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ways in which the questions about gender and sexual subjectivity that I’m asking are relegated to 
the margins in a quest to create a linear narrative among Black Pride, Black Nationalist 
discourses of the civil rights movement, and hip- hop—“ (Royster 23).  Murray’s iconography 
has been similarly displaced by these heteronormative, cisgender hegemonies.  And is in need of 
a recovery project.   
 
Furthermore, I use this framework because it addresses issues of subjectivity. I am 
interested in deciphering Murray’s understanding of her subjectivity.  As Royster articulates, “ I 
also wanted to get more towards an issue of subjectivity and the ways that pop artists are icons 
and images created by others, but they’re also artists, who have agency, who are in some ways 
working out some of their own artistic desires and also the meanings that these performances 
have for fans”23 This allows us to get below the surface of what we see in pop culture icons and 
below the surface of an performance that is shaped by public audiences.   
 
“Post-Soul” is both an aesthetic and a time period.   Post-Soul time period refers to the 
post- Civil Rights era onward, in which black performance was surrounded by muses of new, 
and offbeat representation of blackness brought on in the after-math of Civil Rights advances and 
emergent feminist and LGBTQ movements.  
 
As I interpret Murray’s performances in this framework it is important to note that while 
the timeframes differ, the aesthetics are similar.  Murray’s portraits in the 1930s album would 




move “beyond cultural baggage and codes of respectability.”24  This is a recurring endeavor for 
Black eccentrics throughout history.  
One key difference, which has impacted my engagement with the Post-Soul analytic lens 
is that the Post-Soul moment is enriched by the growing visibility for lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, queer (LGBTQ) movements.25  Thus, as I analyze queer aesthetics and performance 
of Pauli Murray in the 30s, I do not expect to locate them in the spectacular, camp aesthetics in 
which many Post-Soul performers in Sounding Like a No-No channeled.   
 
Nevertheless, this analytic is about sounding like a no-no.  That parallels do not quite 
exist makes me more attuned to listening for quare dissent.  Aptly, and generative for my work, 
Royster notes this distinction of time citing the ways that “for earlier eccentrics, this oddity 
sometimes had to be used strategically, and it often cost performers psychic and commercial 
freedom.”26Thus while I experience some hesitancy comparing Murray’s sly, but not so kitchsy 
headshot, to Eartha Kitt’s kitten growl, this work acknowledge the revolving spheres of eccentric 
performance.  After all, “The shape these influences take is not static, nor is it linear. The Post- 
Soul family is not a finite set.”27  Of course, Pauli Murray was not a pop icon.  As I move 
between spheres of influence, audiences and performance, bringing this lens as a critical 
intervention in Pauli Murray historiography-- it does become clear that this framework relies on 
much extrapolation of analysis, rather than strictly comparisons of performance.  Though, I still 
locate her within the family of Post-Soul Eccentrics for shared tactics, freedoms, and battles 







Post-Soul Eccentric performance is political.  Royster makes explicit that eccentricity 
implies “purposeful oddness”-- employing a trickster mentality, the agile and capricious 
performances are “hijacking our gaze.”28  Whether a means to gain recognition for oneself, one’s 
people, it has both a level of intentionality and produces possibilities for queer freedoms.  The 
Post-Soul eccentric is not outlandish for the mere sake of vice.  There is a political agenda 
towards the fruition of queer world-making.   
 
Queer World-Making 
What I am concerned with in Murray’s portraits is a “new way of seeing.”29  This seeing involves 
“imagining a world beyond hegemonic heteronormativity.”30 The queer worldmaker 
denaturalizes social orders as stable, right, and objective.  The queer world-maker offers a 
confession, “things are not what they seem… and queer theory might just give us a way of seeing 
the world that messes things up and makes us start over. And in that queer failure, in that seeing 
from a queer vantage point, we hope to see ourselves and our worlds more clearly.”31  The queer 
world maker lingers in utopia, looking to the horizon for what could be.  Queer world-making is 
about hope. And ultimately in this thesis, I look to Pauli Murray’s portraits as one of hope and 
radical imagination.  As a theoretical framework, queer world-making also comes with an 
imperative.  As articulated in the Queer World-Making journal, this concept comes with an 
imperative, “We must encourage the inclusion of queer ways of seeing in critical race theory, 
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feminism, and postcolonial theory, to name a few, not just to make queer worlds intersectional, 
but to infuse these fields with queerness.”32  A queering of engagement, disciplines, and 
analytical lens is also a mandate for queerworldmaking’s potential.   
 
  
Politics and Possibilities Excavating Quare History: An Intervention  
Further, I want to explore a tension in Pauli Murray historiography.  Murray was an avid and 
prolific writer. She often wrote about her various identities and social locations, but there are 
gaps regarding her gender and sexuality in these public works.   Murray’s archives, however, 
paint a different picture.  Referring to Murray’s autobiographical texts Brittney Cooper writes 
”she wiped all mention of her same-sex relationships from explicit mention in the text, though 
she left clear traces of these interactions and struggles in her archives.”33  The Pauli Murray 
archives are filled with vivid information that characterize Murray as queer, lesbian, and gender 
non-conforming.  Those who have visited Murray’s archives find such information in her 
personal journals, doctor’s notes with psychiatrists, letters she wrote to her inner circle and 
photographs. Thus, with a wealth of raw sources, not synthesized in Murray’s own eloquent way, 
various interpretations have emerged from researchers. 
  
This is a tension in Pauli Murray historiography. Discrete identity disciplines have 
struggled to fully see Murray.  Various iterations emerge in Pauli Murray discourse about, from 
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which identities she was theorizing.  In the context of identity and what it means to name or not 
name identities, Dr. Doreen Drury complicates all of these perspectives.  Drury’s “Boy-Girl, 
Imp, Priest: Pauli Murray and the Limits of Identity” (2013) challenges scholars to think about 
the implications of identity labels for Murray.  Drury’s work shows that as Murray’s history 
becomes more popular, there are many whose dreams get mapped on to her biography.  Drury 
who is weary of this trend writes, 
“Specifically, for example, celebrations of Murray as a hero tend to emphasize 
public achievements at the expense of motivating aspects of her private life, and 
to deny the compounding costs and traumatic effects of history on Murray as a 
person. Claiming Murray as representative of gender and sexual identity 
categories, such as transgender or lesbian, too often obscures the role of family 
history as well as racism, sexism, and economic injustice in shaping aspirations 
and desires.” 34 
  
Drury ends with reflections on how Murray embraced uncertainty or silences around her 
identities.  She wanted to be seen as impossible to pin down.  Thus, Drury invites us to explore 
the Murray legacy outside of neat identity stories about who she was, and with a broad 
imagination and persistent interrogation of “the power of systems that trap and sideline.”35   The 
sectioning of Murray’s identities is an important point.   Fragmented identities eclipse space to 
discuss her wholeness. 
 
Post-Soul Eccentric model is useful because it begins with “excess” as the generative starting 
place to decipher liberatory imagination of black performers.  It deciphers on quare performance 
as that which bares world-making potential.  As Royster explains in an interview to sound like a 
no-no, “gets at that which is taboo… but also says it in a way that is very womanist, very black-
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centered or what E. Patrick Johnson will call quare.”36   As E. Patrick Johnson explains, quare is 
that which  “always denotes excess incapable of being contained within conventional categories 
of being ” The term as Johnson explicates, is  
 
“adj. 2. a lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgendered person of color who loves other 
men or women, sexually or nonsexually, and appreciates black culture and 
community. —n. 3. one who thinks and feels and acts (and, sometimes, ‘‘acts 
up’’); committed to struggle against all forms of oppression—racial, sexual, 
gender, class, religious, etc. —n. 4. one for whom sexual and gender identities 
always already intersect with racial subjectivity. 5. quare is to queer as ‘‘reading’’ 
is to ‘‘throwing shade.’’37  
 
I use the Post- Soul framework because it sees longing, desires, and tensions as invitation 
for possibility.  And, it is rooted in blackness—“always already intersecting with racial 
subjectivity”.  It articulates a gender-bending world rooted in and made peculiar by 
blackness.  This is important for Murray whose gender, race, and sexuality politics are inherently 
and constantly intertwined.  Pauli Murray is the imp, the crusader, the dude, the acrobat, the poet, 
the boy-girl who lived on to declare,   “If anyone should ask a Negro woman in America what 
has been her greatest achievement, her honest answer would be, ‘I survived!’ ” 38 
That the Post-soul eccentric model queers identity is useful for the historian writing about 
Murray during a time in which identity always changes and for the Post-Soul Eccentric, who 
finds them too cramped anyway.  What emerges is a quare framework, and thus, it acknowledges 
the tensions of black queerness as sometimes tenuous, but not as a stopping point in which we 
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say this does not make sense.  It is a theory that begins in excess and the creative energy drawn 
out from all of these areas.   
 
Post-Soul Eccentric performance encourages us to think about new narratives of black 
gender and sexual freedoms.  It crosses genre.  It expands tradition or turns it into a new thing. In 
Royster’s Sounding Like a No-No she writes about “Becoming Post-Soul.”  The chapter 
discusses the artist, Earth Kitt, whose iconography and biomythography present an audacious 
woman who was a precursor to Post-Soul.  Kitt reinvents her Southern self and embodies a space 
of “not-quite-yet-achieved freedom on the one end, and scandal and exile on the 
other.”39   Royster asks this important question about Kitt, that I am also asking about the 
Murray’s portraits.  “And might she, in turn, serve as a prototype for the Post-Soul generation 
that followed, offering a recipe for how to become a willful exile, leaving home, crossing racial, 
sexual, national, or class borders to create something resistant, something beyond 
assimilation?”40 
 
Significance of Project 
Caring for Black Women’s Intellectual History 
The power of Black feminist history to awaken our liberatory imagination is my primary 
research interest. It is about drawing inspiration from the stories of our ancestors who fought 
urgently and intimately for justice.  The stories I seek to share are those formerly left out of the 
canons of academia.  This work is dedicated to understanding Black women’s ideas, in all of 





women’s intellectual history:  “What might it mean for Black feminist scholars to say they are 
theorists in the tradition of Anna Julia Cooper or Fannie Barrier Williams, or Ida B. Wells or 
Patricia Hill Collins or Joy James, in the same way that scholars are allowed to claim that they 
are Marxist, or Freudian, or Foudaldian, or Kantian Spinozan”41 Or, as I ponder in this thesis, a 
Murrian scholar?  First, we must locate Black women’s knowledge production 
 
First I will start by saying that this is a project in Black feminist intellectual history.  I 
want to take up the charge in Brittney Cooper’s Beyond Respectability (2017) that scholars take 
seriously the critical intellectual labor of race women.  Cooper writes about how black women’s 
history has been stored on bookshelves or celebrated in libraries, but their intellectual 
contributions have not been fully engaged with trust and care.    
“Many Black women thinkers labor under the exigencies of historical 
triage.  Their names exist almost like family photos relegated to a wall we 
rarely touch.  We know they are important.  We memorialize them with 
honored places on the wall of our offices and libraries and in the histories we 
write. We celebrate their voluminous firsts as founders of organizations, 
published writes, recipients of advanced degrees, and more.  But then we 
shelve them, as though preservation is the most apt way to show respect for 
their intellectual labor.  Such acts are rooted in both care and carelessness.  
We care enough not to let these women be thrown away, but in many respects, 
the dearth of critical engagements with most of the women in this book 
suggest a lack of critical care in handling their intellectual contributions. ”42  
 
I am especially interested in clarifying Murray’s queer legacy within Black Feminist 
Thought.  Few works describe Murray as engaging in black queer theorizing. My essay would be 
the first to engage her work through the lens of black feminist queer theorizing that draws on her 
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scrapbook as a central text for Murray’s engagement with the ideas.  I am locating Murray’s 
“queerness” as not solely a stable identity category, but as also a thematic political commitment 
in the blurred public/private intellectual space of the archive.  I have not seen a full analytical 
engagement with this scrapbook.  Some works referenced particular images as transgressing 
gender norms.  Some works have presented particular images as photo-biography/ exhibition. I 
am examining Murray’s scrapbook as politically invested in queer world-making. 
 
Embodied Discourse 
In this thesis, I examine Murray’s artistry-- a selection of portraits of herself.   
Post-Soul eccentricity follows creative expression and performance as an important site for queer 
world-making.  And when we consider the demand forwarded the black women’s intellectual 
history to look for theory in uncommon sites, we arrive at Pauli Murray’s scrapbook. In this 
section, I explain methodologies in Black women’s intellectual history to justify Pauli Murray’s 
scrapbook as an important site in her intellectual geography.  
One important way to understand Black women’s knowledge production is to examine 
new sites of knowledge.  In Beyond Respectability:  The Intellectual Thought of Race Women 
Britney Cooper discusses this important methodological consideration regarding sites of 
knowledge in her discussion about Black women’s intellectual geography, which “maps the 
deliberate ways the Black women chose to take up and transform intellectual and physical spaces 
in service of their racial uplift project.”43   By example, Cooper, whose focus is on Race Women 
from 1890s to 1970s begins her intellectual mapping with an epigraphic quote from Pauline 
Hopkins, a Boston based journalist and clubwoman.  The quote, published in the Colored 
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American Magazine in 1902, was the “first explicit definition of race women in print.”44   
Innocuously entitled,  “Some Literary Workers” Hopkins’ piece went on to offer an original set 
of reasons and practices for Black women to engage in public intellectual work, a formulation 
which exceeded that moment’s race man or white woman depictions of leadership, which were 
relegated to racialized and gendered spheres which Hopkins, and other race woman found no 
easy fit.   Biographical accounts missed such assertions of intellectual thought.  Thus, Cooper 
argues that “Black women did their theorizing in unexpected places.”45   This same principle 
guides my work.  Thus part of my methodology aligns with what Brittney Cooper has contended 
about unearthing Black feminist intellectual history, “If we actually want to take Black women 
seriously as thinkers and knowledge producers, we must begin to look for their thinking in 
unexpected places, to expect its incursions in genres like autobiography, novels, news stories, 
medical records, organizational histories, public speeches, and diary entries”46  
   
The scrapbook—a blurred space of public and private—allows Murray to shift beyond 
respectability.  In this space Murray speaks on and against the respectability codes, which she 






















Chapter One:  Representations and Reinventions 
 
In this chapter I use Post-Soul Eccentric framework to elucidate Murray’s tactics of 
misrecognition and reinvention.  I look at the ways she engages her own iconography to 






The first photo of Pauli Murray in this album is Murray the icon.  Pictured is Murray’s 
professional headshot followed by her professional accolades.  What captures my attention in 
this portrait is Murray’s commentary on it.  Above the image she writes, “First and last upsweep 
hairdo!” Already, I hear Murray sounding like a no-no.  I hear the wit, the laughter, the rebellion 
and the intervention—promise of a new portrait and new story.    
Being a race woman-  a public intellectual and activist leader among African American 
woman-- had its own gendered and racial constraints.   Race women were expected to adhere to a 
particular set of codes—modest, straight, Christian, cisgender, groomed.  Murray begins her 
album by calling attention to the respectability codes of presentation--- namely, her hair-- and 
promises to deviate from them.  As we see later in the album, she challenges them with her own 
portraits of personhood.  
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The first image to appear in Murray’s scrapbook is this newspaper clipping.  It appears on 
the scrapbook’s title page, the most explicitly biographical page of the album.  In handwritten 
script, the title reads, “The ‘Life and Times’ of an American Called Pauli Murray,” along with 
her birthdate November 21, 1910 and address of where she was born in Baltimore, Maryland. 
Above the newspaper clipping, Murray includes her own caption, which reads, “The first—and 
last—upsweep hairdo!  1946.” The upsweep hairdo is Murray’s look in the professional headshot 
that appeared in the newspaper clipping. With the headline “Moving Up” the paper announces 
Murray’s appointment as deputy attorney general for California, a first for a “colored 
woman.”  The clipping lists Murray’s impressive educational accomplishments—graduate of 
Howard University, newspaper writer, and a Master’s of law degree at the University of 
California.  By this time in 1946 Murray was named “Woman of the Year” by the National 
Council of Negro Women and by Mademoiselle magazine in 1947.47   
 
In one way, the caption is a promise.  Quite literally, this is the first and last upsweep 
hairdo seen on Murray in the scrapbook. It is also the first and last time in the album to list 
Murray’s professional  accomplishments and accolades.  Thus, the caption represents an 
introduction to Murray’s personal and interior life.  Beyond biography, the scrapbook expresses 
Murray’s reflexive understandings of her sense of black female embodiment, which begins in 
this moment with a retort on a hairstyle which displays a most public, and respectable, “moving 
up” self.   
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Britney Cooper, in her work to unearth Black women’s intellectual work, writes about the 
self-determined ways Black women intellectuals have inserted their embodied experiences into 
their texts.  Cooper’s interpretive efforts resist the culture of dissemblance paradigm as the 
primary analytic to engage Black women’s intellectual history and instead query the political 
resonances of Black women intellectual’s self-conscious inclusion of self in their “formal and 
informal autobiographical accounts, archival materials, and advocacy work.”48   Locating this 
embodied discourse requires, “turning to the places where Black women made Black female-
embodied experience visible complicates a respectability narrative that casts them as wholly 
parochial and gives Black women thinkers credit for the complexity of their theorizations of both 
race and gender.”49 Murray’s comment begets her consciousness of the many gazes sighting her.   
In Royster’s chapter, “Becoming Post-Soul: Eartha Kitt, the Stranger, and the 
Melancholy Pleasures of Racial Reinvention” she explores Black women making visible the 
work and resistance of occupying a public role. Royster reflects on Kitt as among the Southern 
black women coming up from the South and “going about the business of remaking 
themselves.”50  These women, like Royster’s grandmother and Eartha Kitt were of the Pre- Post-
Soul era. They were “always watched by the (white) eye) of respectability.”51 This was 
especially true in their working lives.   
And yet, they found their ways to resist, to pipe up, and as if we want to know more 
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where we will find it!  Royster hears it Kitt’s song “I Want to Be Evil.”  Behind Kitt’s rolled 
rrr’s , raps and bursts of laughter Royster detects another message, “a knowing, a full- on critique 
of washed out, prim and proper respectability, available for anyone able and willing to keep 
up.”53 
The yearning for freedom, the knowing, the desire for something more are what we hear 
from Murray here—as she laughs at the hairstyle expected for a Race Woman.  
 This voice exists in Murray’s retort to professional headshot that appears on the first page of her 
album.  A boldness continues in the album that does indeed speak against respectable codes 
Murray employed during her career as a public Black woman activist.  The intellect beyond the 
upsweep hairdo, beyond respectability, is what Murray expresses and explores in the rest of the 
album.  She makes visible the politics, reality, and desires of her embodiment not captured in a 
newspaper clip.    
 
Pauli Murray in the 1930s-- How Does one Reinvent?  
“The Caricature and Many Moods and Facets of My ‘Id.’ 
         Appearing after family photographs and a collection of school photographs, another 
vision of Murray emerges.  In fact a series of Murray’s portraits and captions appear in a section 
of the scrapbook, which she entitled, “The Caricatures and Many Moods and Facets of My ‘Id.’” 
This section is comprised of Murray in the 1930s.  She is in her 20s at the time. 
In this section I analyze the title of the portraits Murray creates for herself in the 1930s-- I read 




This section’s title, “The Caricature and Many Moods and Faces of My ‘Id.’ is an 
epigraph of sorts.  Murray links art, imagination, and psychoanalysis to express her identity, 
personhood and disrupt expectations of who she might be.   In theorizing herself in this, “The 
Caricatures and Many Moods and Faces of My ‘Id’” Murray makes an incursion into the very 
notion of identity and recognition, and challenges who it is that defines such characteristics.   
  These portraits that follow, ‘The Bust’, ‘The Poet’, ‘The Vagabond’, ‘The Acrobat’, 
‘The Imp’, The Crusader’, ‘The Dude’, and ‘Peter Pan’ display Murray’s eccentric personality 
and transgressive performances as a young person coming of age in the 1930s United States. 
Photographs in this section include the end of her college days to her life as a recent college 
graduate in the throws of the Great Depression and oppressively intolerant U.S.  She was 
stricken by poverty and despair, but also great hope and inspiration.  Her friends, life in the 
cosmopolitan New York City after growing up in Jim Crow North Carolina, burgeoning activists 
groups, and cross-country adventures were exhilarating to Murray.  This life incubated her 
radical ideals of racial and gender freedom.   
Like Post-Soul Eccentrics, Murray is subversively self- referential.  She explores self 
articulations as a retort to prescribed definitions of her personhood.  She calls attention to 
processes of racial and gender interpellation to stage her own claims about her expansive 
personhood. Murray evokes a self-naming power with many faces.  She depicts herself as full of 
desire—as one who is always becoming and changing.  She concocts identity on her own 
terms—resisting institutionalized binaries that project meaning and stable identity.  
Understanding the ‘id’ and Murray’s relationship to psychoanalysis is also important to 
this title. What is the id? And what did it mean to Murray?  The “id” as it is thought of in 
psychoanalysis, 
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 “contains the psychic content related to the primitive instincts of the body, 
notably sex and aggression, as well as all psychic material that is inherited and 
present at birth. The id (Latin for “it”) is oblivious of the external world and 
unaware of the passage of time. Devoid of organization, knowing neither logic 
nor reason, it has the ability to harbour acutely conflicting or mutually 
contradictory impulses side by side... The id supplies the energy for the 
development and continued functioning of conscious mental life, though the 
working processes of the id itself are completely unconscious in the adult (less 
unconscious in the child). In waking life it belies its content in slips of the tongue  
wit, art, and other at least partly nonrational modes of expression.”54 
  
Thus, the id is the set of primal impulses harbored in one’s body.  Unlike the realm of 
logic, the id can hold contradictions.  Thus, as Murray expresses, it is prone to have many 
caricatures and facets given its ability to hold contradiction and multiplicity.   The Murray’s 
evocation of the ‘id’ here has important discursive significance given Murray’s 
historiography.  In the 1930 as Murray theorized with doctors about how her sexuality might be 
legible in the medical discourse and suitable to her desires and reality, she called upon 
psychoanalysis.   Bell-Scott writes that Murray’s inquiry to a psychiatrist of “ if she had a 
‘mother fixation’ demonstrated that her familiarity with psychoanalysis.”55  At this time Murray 
engaged a line of questioning for her dissatisfaction with doctors who labeled her 
homosexual.  Murray instead found her own research and fiercely inquired about what might be 
a “true answer to homosexuality.”56  In the face of answers that were too simplistic, Murray in 
her typical fashion, “constructed an alternate explanation.”57 
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That Murray presents a similar provocation here in the scrapbook, in declaration rather than 
inquiry, exudes a level of self-assuredness with which Murray regarded her subjectivity.  In other 
words, much of what we know about Murray’s identity is from the struggles with institutions 
which repeatedly mislabeled her.  However, here, Murray presents a self with the fluidity of 
contradiction and desire, not granted to her in public.  In one instance, Murrray presents 
psychoanalytic discourse as proof to a medical regime, which denied her personhood.  Here, the 
“id” appears as play.  If all other instances in which relies on psychoanalysis, pictures Murray in 
direct confrontation with the systems into which she was interpolated and subjugated, this series 
approximates Murray as she saw herself.   
 
, in this section of the scrapbook, not having to appeal to any doctor with an authoritative 
stance on how her gender and sexuality should manifest, Murray plays.  In this set of portraits 
Murray captures the essence and expansive humanity of her many selves.  I am also highlighting 
the fact that Murray links this to psychoanalysis because this citation is important for placing 
Murray onto a map of gender theorizing, which is worthy of further exploration in another essay.  
In this set of portraits Murray comes to life.   Even the title captures the irony that Murray will be 
presenting the facets of that which is thought to be unknown reflects Murray’s relationship to 








While the rest of the images of Murray in the 1930s are photographs of herself, Murray 
begins with a photograph of her bust. — a representation of herself.  The image is entitled, “The 
Bust—by Maysie Stone” and is dated 1933. 
In “The Bust” a face as stony as the clay that holds it together sits atop a cement plinth.   
A settled gaze peers off.  The Bust itself is photographed from an angle, to only show the face’s 
profile.  The nose is pointed, lips rigid, and thick wavy short hair rises and falls in waves close to 
its head.  The neck is long.  An angular face makes something about this image look alien like—
strange and difficult to capture.  Strong and soft.  Old and young.  Wise.   Sagacious.  There is 
the possibility of constant change and also, a stern focus.    
  In this section I explore Murray’s meditations on representation as conveyed in “The 
Bust.” I expound on the process of how this bust was created as it was described in Murray’s 
autobiography and biographies.  I bring “The bust” into conversation with Royster’s Post- Soul 
Eccentric reading of Grace Jones in her chapter, “ “‘Feeling Like a Woman, Looking Like a 
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Man, Sounding Like a No- No’: Grace Jones and the Performance of ‘Strange.”  In this chapter 
Royster explores the ways “Jones’s use of drag and other techniques of performing identity poses 
challenges of readability.”58  Royster locates Grace Jones in a tradition of African American 
performers who used the trickster figure--the complex, sly allegorical characters who use 
performance to critique black dehumanization-- as a creative tool.  Furthermore, Royster looks at 
Grace Jones’s employment of trickster, mask-wearing and drag as a way to create new forms of 
black sexuality and express agency in her public persona.  
  In this section I analyze Murray’s agency in her portraits and representation.  I argue that 
this image-- the bust--   conveys Murray’s pleasure in the incomprehensibility of her persona, 
and also, allows Murray use trickster tactics to traffic her own gender ambiguity. I explore three 
elements in this section: Murray’s agency in creating a representation of herself, the politics of 
misrecognition which she chooses as a tactic to express herself in the scrapbook, and presence of 
her historic memory-- and embodied knowledge from which she draws on to establish a new 
self.   
Why does a 21 year old have a bust?  The bust represents Murray as an emerging 
icon.  In Murray’s autobiography, she establishes herself as among the vanguard of Harlem’s 
“prominent young Negro intellectuals.”59 Murray writes to establish herself as a person of 
interest.  Always, this insistence on recognition is an important marker of Post-Soul Eccentricity.  
And with this, comes the tension of recognition and freedom.   
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A friend of Murray’s, artist Maysie Stone, created this bust in 1933.  Murray and Stone 
met through a mutual friend, Ted Poston, an African American writer and reporter whom Murray 
revered.  That Poston has his own byline in the Courier made him a deity in Murray’s eyes.60  In 
other ways, the two were peers.  Both Murray and Poston were in the network of Negro 
intellectuals concerned with America’s culture of racial discrimination.  In fact, Murray passed 
up what seemed to be “the opportunity of a lifetime” to travel with the prominent group 
including Mildred Jones, Langston Hughes Loren Miller and Henry Lee Moon.61 The prominent 
group took a voyage to the Soviet Union to create a film about Negro life in America, “To be 
called “Black and White,” it would undoubtedly be a powerful propaganda weapon against racial 
discrimination.”62  Murray did not attend the trip because she still had to finish a year of college. 
 
It was through this network that Murray came to model for “The Bust.” Poston 
introduced Murray to Stone, a woman sculptor with  “a Russian background of Socialist 
tradition.”63 Stone needed a model that could pose during the day and Murray was impressed by 
Stone’s work on Poston’s bust, which Murray writes, “caught the essence of his personality, and 
Ted in clay seemed as alive as Ted in the flesh.”64  
Stone worked diligently with Murray to create this bust, which would capture Murray’s 
essence and aptly titled it, “The Girl of a Thousand Faces.”  During the spring and summer of 
1933 Murray met with Stone three times a week as her model.  As their friendship developed, so 
																																																								






too did the sculpture, transforming from “an emaciated stocking-mask bandit to a recognizable 
portrait.”65  
 
What exactly did Murray recognize in herself in “the bust”?   How is it even possible to 
recognize a “girl of a thousand faces”?   
  
The first lesson that a Post-Soul reading allows us to glean from this bust is Murray’s 
agency as a performer.   Murray approached the project of sitting for her bust as unruly subject.   
Upon reflecting on the process in her diary she wrote about the similitude between herself and 
Stone as artists.  Murray insisted that it was the labor of the artist to “‘to picture whatever he 
sees, as he sees it,” even though that picture might appear “too bold, or ugly and distorted or 
inaccurate’ to others.”66  Even too, in her autobiography, Murray centers her direction in the role 
of creating this bust.  She contests the notion of herself as passive subject.   
As they prepared for the sculpture process, Murray amused Stone with her quip that she 
was prepared to deal with Stone if she exhibited the quality typical of an artist-- being 
“temperamental.”67 However, Murray remembered, “It turned out to be the reverse, and Maysie 
had to exercise great patience with me, for I was a fidgety model.”68  Murray delights in her 
autobiography about the difficulty Stone encountered creating the image.  Murray writes that she 
was “one of the most difficult subjects she had ever tried to sculpt; my face was so mobile and 
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my expressions changed so rapidly she often had to tear down what she had done and begin all 
over again.”69   
Murray’s insistence on being a temperamental model can be read in a broader context of 
Post-Soul Eccentrics who are self-aware about the limitations of identity and whose 
demonstrated agency allow us to read them as performer rather than produced.70   Royster’s 
reading of Grace Jones helps to clarify this, 
“Jones’s performances constantly call attention to her own framing, and to the 
expectations of her audience. She asks us to think about the “situation” of her 
performance, and the limits of its boundaries and the lens. This not only gets us to 
think further about the artificiality of her performance of identity: black, woman, 
and Jamaican. It also invites the audience to consider their participation as 
audience/consumer.71  
 
That Murray could channel 1,000 faces in her refusal to sit still does indeed point to the 
production of her persona.  Murray’s narration of the bust forces us to read the bust as conceived 
by Murray’s will. Highlighting this artificiality allows for a reading of the processes of 
representation and identity making-- its origins, possibilities, and space for manipulation.   
The bust’s creation narrative not only conveys Murray’s fluid facial expressions but also 
the expansive story of the person behind the portrait, and especially reveals Murray’s 
“engagement with cultural memory.”72  Murray describes the artistic process of capturing her 
likeness as dialogical in nature.  Having disrupted the subject of a still model, Murray riffed with 
Stone throughout the process. Spending hours together and taking frequent breaks the two went 
back and forth with stories of inspiration and influence.  Most significantly, they discussed 
Murray’s family and Murray narrated vivid portraits of her ancestors. Stone would be the first to 
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suggest that Murray write her family memoir, Proud Shoes: The Story of an American Family 
(1956), the compelling and complicated story of American slavery and Murray’s mixed raced 
ancestry from the Pre-Civil War era through Reconstruction.   
The specific literary tradition that Murray came to appreciate during this process was that 
of trickster narratives.  One of Murray’s creative influences when the bust was created was Uncle 
Remus stories.  Stone re-introduced these stories to Murray, who initially refused to read 
them.   Like many people during the time, Murray protested Joel Chandler Harris’ use of African 
American vernacular in the works.  During her time with Maysie, however, Murray came to 
appreciate the “wit, wisdom, and cunning” of the various Uncle Remus characters.73  Murray 
considered her appreciation for the work “a big step forward” because she began “to delight in 
the quaint expressions that were part of authentic American folklore.”74 
Tricksters are indeed an expansive part of American folklore tradition. Trickster tales 
involve fairies, animals, or mythical creatures that allegorically tell the story of a subordinate 
being getting over on the more powerful being.  As Murray notes “wit, wisdom, cunning” are the 
tricksters tools for triumphing over force.  These stories are thought to have come from enslaved 
Africans oral tradition.  Before the 1880s, the obscurity of the tales masked the severity of the 
social critique in which enslaved people called attention to the wrongdoing of the law. Trudier 
Harris writes, “Trickster tales themselves are tricky; their seriousness is hidden and often 
overlooked”75 The long tradition of tricksters in African American culture tell the story of slaves 










objectives through indirection and mask-wearing, through playing upon the gullibility of their 
opponents”76   
  
Murray here introduces a depiction of herself that reverberates through the album—a 
caricature that is difficult to capture.  A caricature that is delightfully difficult to capture.  Why 
does Murray begin with a depiction of herself that is “temperamental” as she describes herself 
writes about modeling for this piece?  In a album that will exude freedom and change, why begin 
with “The Girl of a Thousand Faces.” This tricksterism calls attention to the stress of the gaze 
and allows Murray to reinvent herself.  
                                                             
The way in which Murray photographs and includes “the bust” in this section of the 
album is tactful.  Just as Murray would control how Stone saw her, she also embraces a distance 
or ambiguity as she shares the bust with the audience—scrapbook viewers. As Murray plays with 
reinvention, she also she brings to view an important aspect of herself as well, her will to undo 
gender.  
“The Bust” loses its paradigmatic title of capturing the fidgety Murray as girl of a 
thousand faces.  Murray includes a profile view of the bust and it becomes more like a mask.  
The profile shot within cinema ““announces that we have arrived at the limit of our access to the 
camera’s subject.”77  What this signals for us reading Murray in the album, is that Murray is in 




77 ACEVEDO-MUNOZ, ERNESTO. 2004. "The Body and Spain: Pedro Almodo ́var's All About My 
Mother". Quarterly Review of Film and Video. 21 (1): 25-38. 
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incomprehensibility in motion-- Pauli giving a thousand faces, decades of her ancestry, and tales 
of trickster who stirred her spirit and opened her mind.   
The Bust takes this energy recycles and it to create something else.  Murray’s embodied 
history of ancestral racial reinvention gives her the tools to reimagine a gender presentation.  A 
bit alien and aloof, “the bust” as it appears in the scrapbook has no chance for redos, Murray 
cannot give stories about it over the span of days.  She cannot allow it to be fidgety.  
Consequently, we see Murray take the risk of intelligibility.  As Butler describes, “It may well be 
that my sense of social belonging is impaired by the distance I take, but surely that estrangement 
is preferable to gaining a sense of intelligibility by virtue of norms that will only do me in from 
another direction.”78  
Not a hairdo, an outfit or even a full face appear and “the bust” is gender, racial, and age 
ambiguous.  What we might see Murray doing here is an act of what Daphne Brookes’ calls afro-
alienation, “exploratory performative strategy meant to call attention to one’s looked- at- ness as 
a black subject by making “strange” gender and racial categories through disruption, discomfort, 
and alienation of one’s audience.”79  Murray presents here a view of herself in which a gender 





78 Butler, Judith. Undoing Gender. (New York: Routledge, 2004) qtd. in Royster, Sounding Like a No-No: Queer 
sounds and eccentric acts in the post-soul moment , 149.  
	






The bust appears again in the scrapbook and the bust directly faces the camera.  In this shot, her 
asymmetrical haircut does show a more feminine image.  And also, a more racially distinct 
image as well. Half of Murray’s hair is high and wavy—with perhaps an exaggerated thickness.  
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Murray’s writes in her autobiography of the ways that hairstyles function to delineate race and 
gender.  “The Bust” skillfully evades such distinctions.  
 
I see Murray as this arbiter of her narrative, one that spans past present and future.  It is 
one that knows no greater storyteller or memory collector than herself.  The bust is Murray’s first 
claim in this section about her ethereal temperamental subjectivity-- one she is willing to 
manipulate if it best suits her.  As Murray describes the bust in her autobiography, she is co-artist 
in the process of representing her expansive self.  Murray- multidimensional, multigenerational-- 
a thousand faces.   
  
 The Bust is emblematic of the Post-Soul eccentric’s difficult to read tactics of 
incomprehensibility as a way to traffic in models of gender and sexual freedom.  It demonstrates 












Chapter 2: Envisioning Freedom 
In this last chapter, I look towards Murray’s visions of freedom.  I look towards the 
portraits where she stands tall. I analyze the portraits “The Dude” (1931), “Pauli and Peggie: An 
Armful” (1937), “The Crusader” (date not specified).  If the first portraits approximate the tactics 
and ways of becoming, these next portraits envision the arrival. The portraits are unapologetic 
and disobedient.  They capture Murray’s will to live beyond the cramped social constraints she 
faced as a young African American woman of mixed-raced ancestry, gender fluidity, and far-
reaching aspirations.  Murray transforms her most deep-seated struggles for wholeness into 
portraits that envision liberation and demand recognition.  In these next portraits, I look at 
Murray’s freedom.  I track the ways she sought gender, race, and sexuality freedom in her life.  
 
 





“The Dude” 1931 
At times when the world said no to her gender expression, laws labeled her criminal, and she was 
afflicted with even her own doubt of what it meant to be in her skin, Murray posted up against a 
wall, chill, and named herself “The Dude.”   
In this photograph, a suave Murray sits atop a stone wall. She looks off in the distance, 
far above and beyond the camera that captures the image. The out of focus gaze and position 
above it all, represents her as cool and distinct.  Murray’s style is that of a well-dressed man for 
her day.  She wears high-waisted trousers that are cuffed at the bottom, and a tucked in matching 
white shirt.  The outfit is loose.  The image, shot from below, and baggy clothes give Murray an 
immenseness embellishing a larger and more masculine stature than was true for her rather slight 
figure.   Her hat off and resting in her hand, she is a gentleman.   
Murray demonstrates a willingness to manipulate her gender performance.  Like many 
other moments of her life, especially during this decade, Murray passes as a young man.  She 
portrayed her gender in a multitude of ways. She often reflected on her gender fluidity both 
playfully and with great scrutiny as she sought answers as why her gender preferences were a 
vexed issue for those around her.  Moreover, she was a pioneering theorist on the complexities of 
gender as a social construct, unfit for her own sense of self.   
 Murray was determined to reconcile her gender and sexuality on her own terms.  Since 
the age of 19, Murray began questioning her gender and sexual fluidity, especially in her private 
writings, research and in therapy.80  In her first semester of college she changed her name to the 
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and the Struggle for Social Justice (New York: Alfred A. Knoph, 2016), 56. 
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gender ambiguous Pauli .81 In 1937 in a memo to her doctor, she asked the question, “Why do I 
prefer experimentation on the male side, instead of attempted adjustment as a normal 
woman?”82   
Bell-Scott writes about the diligent research that Murray did to find a theory to describe 
her identity that superseded the limited societal understanding about gender and sexuality at the 
time.  In Murray’s words, she wanted an “answer to true homosexuality.”83  What Murray was 
searching for was a way to explain her attraction towards women and embrace masculinity 
without a diagnosis and the attached stigmatization for homosexuality. Murray did her own 
investigative research on psychoanalysis and alternative theories to U.S. constructions of 
sexuality.  She was ahead of her doctors suggesting that perhaps the treatment she needed was 
hormones that would reveal her true male-side.  Bell-Scott explains Murray’s theory;  
 
“She convinced herself that she was a pseudohermaphrodite with secreted testes 
(and she would hold this belief until X-rays of her uterus, fallopian tubes, and 
surrounding area proved her wrong).  Such a condition pointed to biology --- 
specifically, the presence of male gonads and hormones—rather than mental 
illness as the source of her attraction to women, her tomboyishness, and her lack 
in feminine pursuits, such as housekeeping”.84  
 
																																																								
81 Ibid., 56.  
82 "Imp, Crusader, Dude, Priest," Imp Crusader Dude Priest, , accessed December 01, 2017, 
http://sites.fhi.duke.edu/paulimurrayproject/identity-map/. 
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Such claims often fell on deaf ears.   When Murray said that biology and psychiatrics 
diagnostics were inaccurate, doctors repeatedly insisted that her homosexuality was really to 
blame.   Doubt regarding her gender fluidity persisted in her life, but so too did her conviction to 
express herself wholly.  “The Dude” performs Post-Soul eccentricity in that it “blurs the line 
between theoretical and artistic.”85   “The Dude” displays Murray’s decision to perform 
masculinity in the face of overwhelming opposition.     
As much time as Murray spent ruminating explanations of her gender fluidity, she played 
with her gender performance. “The Dude” is not the only performance of what Murray called her 
“boy-self,” there was also “Pete.”  In an article for Nancy Cunard Negro Anthology, Murray 
submitted her writing for publication, asking to be published under then penname Pete, which 
was accompanied by a masculine portrait of herself.86  “Pete” also appears in portraits included 
“The ‘Life and Times’ of American Called Pauli Murray.”  Even wearing the same outfit on the 
same day, Murray would fluidly call herself Pauli in one image and Pete in another.   
 Murray’s autobiography describes the way that appearing as a boy offered her tangible 
freedom.   In 1931, the year Murray posed as “The Dude” she used her masculine presentation as 
advantage as a young woman on a perilous adventure hopping boxcars, a predominantly male 
activity.  Murray wrote that it was her “protection” that her “sex was not immediately apparent to 
the hundreds of rough men and boys” she encountered during the trip.87 
Murray recalls a time when her sex actually proved to be an advantage.   When a yard 
officer on the trains found Murray, she told her story of being a girl whose hard luck meant she 
had to ride a dangerous train for miles to get home from California to the North Carolina.  He 
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believed Murray’s story, but not that she was a female and eventually sent a female guard to 
check Murray and prove that it was true.88  Those around her did not embrace Murray’s 
transgressive presentation. In 1940 an officer found Murray roaming the streets. The officer 
reported that Murray “was dressed in men’s clothing” and claimed, “she was a homosexual and 
was taking treatment at Bellevue Hospital.” 89  Such intrusions of authority plagued Murray’s 
existence as a gender fluid person.  
“The Dude” is the brazen representation of a man who rises above naysayers and sees a 
free future that others are not yet willing to imagine.  As Royster writes about Post Soul 
Eccentrics, Murray’s “The Dude” “can be seen as both a response to voicelessness and insistence 
‘to reconcile body and spirit and represent the beauty of the African American self.”’90  Murray’s 
album did not stop at her solo representations of reconciliation, the album also featured an 
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“An Armful: Pauli and Peggie” 1937 
In this photograph—Murray takes her stance.  Murray stands firm in her belief that the 
truth about love and connection is not black or white, nor his and hers.  These were the politics 
Murray explored and discovered in her early life.   
A young Pauli Murray stands firmly on a grass lawn with a beaming smile.  In her arms, 
she cradles girlfriend and cross-country traveling partner at the time, Peggie Holmes.   Looking 
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directly at the camera, despite the bright sun in her face, she refuses to squint.  Her countenance 
is one of pride.  Murray and Holmes wear almost matching sailor outfits, white wide-legged 
trousers and black and white striped shirts.  Their matching outfits draw attention to the subtle 
differences—Murray’s brown body against Holmes’ white body, Murray’s short hair tucked 
under a sailor hat, Holmes’ blonde bob resting against Murray’s shoulder.  Murray’s arms around 
Holmes’ body, and Holmes’ arms around Murray’s neck, the two embrace the contrast. In more 
ways than one, the image captures Murray’s prideful and heartfelt rebellion against racial 
segregation and subordination.  Black and white together was a feat in Murray’s life.   
Perhaps it is the contrariety that is most compelling about this photograph.  Not only are 
the women’s racial differences stunning given the time period, the gendered expectations of a 
sunny backyard embrace are not at all what one would expect.  Perhaps if Murray were in 
Holmes’ place and a man were in her place, the image of a heterosexual couple would be more 
intelligible.  Perhaps even, if the couple shyly held hands, the image would have conveyed a 
more comprehensible story of female friendship, or traditional courtship.  Instead Murray sweeps 
Holmes off of her feet, hijacking any such narrative existent about love, race, and friendship.   
Murray’s performance with Holmes was an early example in Murray’s life of what it 
meant to live outside bounded race and gender based constrictions for love and community. In 
the spring of 1935 Murray and Holmes took on a five-week hitchhiking trip.  Audaciously, the 
companions traveled across a country that repudiated their very camaderie.  Completely broke, 
they found creative ways to find lodging and food.  They slept in police stations or Salvation 
armies.    For a small penance or a free meal, the two tended to front yards that needed attention 
and then appealed to the homeowners for money.  Murray delighted in her autobiography that 
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her plan was without fail because of the novelty of their request.91  Most definitely, there was 
something novel about two young women wandering, tending to lawns, and arriving anywhere in 
racially tense U.S. as an interracial couple.  
Murray abhorred racial segregation.  Ever since she was a young girl, she disdained the 
Jim Crow policies that humiliated and terrorized her race and attacked her personal dignity.  She 
grew up in the Jim Crow South where racial segregation reigned.  
Murray was particularly befuddled by the conflicting racial standards of segregation that 
impacted her as a child in a mixed race family.  She writes about one poignant example stating, 
“sometimes even family solidarity became victim to the color bar.”92  When she was just a girl, a 
fair skinned relative from the North came to visit. Murray’s relative, who was able to pass as 
white, made Murray wait outside for fear that Murray’s “borderline” skin color would impact the 
quality of service she would receive.  Her upbringing was fraught with such examples.93  
Sometimes, Murray could laugh about such as the story circulating in her family, such as the 
time her fair-skinned uncle passed by wearing a wig which covered his kinky hair, which 
satirically flew off of his head in the wind to expose his kinky hair and his race.94 
Other times, most other times, racial segregation and the perceptions of Black racial 
inferiority shook Murray to her core.  It was an ongoing source of dread.  She writes in her 
autobiography that she did not learn race in the terrifying “shocks” of lynchings, but instead 
through the quotidian harm it wreaked in her life, “More often race was an atmosphere, one 
breathed day to day, the pervasive irritant, the chronic allergy, the vague apprehension which 
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made one uncomfortable and jumpy.  We knew the race problem was like a deadly snake coiled 
and ready to strike, and that one avoided its dangers only by a never-ending watchfulness.” 95 
Disarming racial divisions and subordination was on ongoing project for Murray, which 
she called her “own private protest.”96  “An Armful: Pauli and Peggie” represents one of such 
protests.  The image is a representation for the Post-Soul eccentric in that “rather than 
suppressing the psychic costs of racial reinvention, she self-consciously embodies them.” 97  
Holding Holmes, Murray forges a vision of not only love, but also life for 1930s U.S. according 
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In this photograph Murray poses in front of the corner of the building.  Murray is dressed 
to a T.  She wears a full length trench coat—and stands poised with squared shoulders.  Looking 
rather dapper, Murray smiles confidently at the camera.  She tucks a newspaper under her arm 
and holds her cap and briefcase net to it. This portrait is what one might expect for a portrait.  
As Murray traveled through the world—black, woman and queer, progeny of multiple 
ancestry, a dude, a woman loving women, imp—she had much for which she would crusade.  
Certainly, Murray’s causes tactics and missions evolved.  Yet, to her core, Murray believed it 
was her destiny to exist un-fragmented, free, reconciled.  And create a world where others could 
do this, too.  Murray often stood alone.  Crusading for justice was not easy and she knew well the 
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psychic and social costs of her choices.  Often, she found herself exasperated, but truly, Murray 
refused to give up.  
 
In whose face was Murray grinning?  In what ways was she committed to being 
mischievous, to causing trouble?  In the face of America’s intolerance, prejudice, and 
fragmentation, Murray dared to laugh.  Murray promised to trouble the boundaries that prevented 
her free future, our future.  She would continue to fight for this quare vision of freedom.   
This project was about the life of a person who changed our lives.  It was about the woman who 
risked home when she had to and carried it with her when she could.  It was also about 
possibility and how defiance are endlessly generative in the face of struggles.  It was about self-
definition and presentation.  It was about performance.  It was about being seen on your terms 
and reinventing these terms again and again.  It’s about black women doing whatever they 
please, and knowing that this freedom might just save the world.  It was about troubling black 
womanhood, and the demands of performance that it begs for those of us who step in the public 
eye.  It’s about being sly.  It’s about the burden of the public’s awareness harnessed as power to 
tell your story.  It’s about struggle.  And resisting heteronormativity.  And resisting White 
supremacy.   And resisting gender binaries. It is about none of this being easy.  And surviving. 
 
I use the Post-Soul framework to excavate Pauli Murray as she saw herself.  I looked to the odd, 
the self-referential.  The quare. I looked to performance.  I looked for performances potential to 




Epilogue: Four Days with Pauli Murray 
 
 
Me at the “Pauli Murray in the World” mural in Durham, NC—2016  
 
It’s July 25th 2017. I arrive at a place akin to my own personal Black Feminist holy grail. I am at 
the Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America at Harvard 
library.   
 
Over the next four days I bop around the interior world of the activist lawyer preacher writer 
extraordinaire who fought for my civil liberties.  I’m here to be with Pauli Murray, the queer 
black feminist who changed my life.  The person who dismantled federal racial segregation, 
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proved federal gender discrimination to be unconstitutional, and theorized her way through her 
own gender non-conformity.  The person who lived to proclaim,  
 
“If anyone should ask a Negro woman in America what has been her greatest 
achievement, her honest answer would be, ‘I survived!’ ” 98 
 
I know the accolades.  I know all the hard won civil suits, campaigns and theories. I’ve read the 
biographies and autobiographies. For these next days I sit with this survival.   
 
Archival intimacies, I’ve heard it said.  I make new friend and go to new worlds.  I witness a 
suspenseful reality show-- love, tensions, setbacks, deaths, disappointments, recognition.  This is 
the closest I ever get to real time travel.  This experience is dizzying in the very best way 
possible.  I am present on this journey as both researcher and fan.   
 
As researcher, I try to act real cool. When the receptionist at the welcome desk mentions how it 
looks like I’ve done this before, I go with it.  I suppose it was worth it to have Googled all the 
“how to visit an archive” articles on my way to Boston.  I am grateful now for a class visit with 
an archivist who taught me how to read a book on pillow, warned me of the destruction oily 
fingers can do to beloved documents, and advised me earnestly, befriend the librarians.  I sign a 
clip-board full of copyright restrictions and smile real big to express affiance.  I hide all of the 
fumbling it takes to open and close the locker where I stow my prohibited belongings—no pens, 
water, or paper of my own.  
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I take this opportunity seriously.  History does, after all, tell us who we are as a people.  It 
inspires us.  It offers the timeless lessons of life. I want to read all that I can and scan all that I 
can to find the stories I believe are capable of changing lives. I find that perfect scanning rhythm 
and just the right pace for requesting a new file box.  Only four boxes are allowed out at 
once.  There are 241 boxes containing 2573 folders.  It’s nearly 60 linear feet of 
material.  Documents span the years 1827-1985. Four days with Pauli Murray is not enough 
time.   
 
When no one is looking, I’m a fan.  I take selfies with the file folders and send them to my 
mom.  I take snapchats of Pauli Murray’s baby pictures and the funny captions she inscribed on 
them. I feel like a kid in a candy shop curious about a life lived in daily revolution. I laugh at 
Pauli’s jokes-- like the portraits she takes with friends posing beachside, on a makeshift toilet, 
making pensive faces and calling it a “thinking stone.”   I shake my head when old lovers pop up 
decades later.  I say yassss to her many clapbacks in the faces of injustice.  I say amen to the 
prayers Pauli’s aunt writes to her, praying them for my own life too.  I wonder if anyone would 
notice if I slipped Pauli’s graduation address to Spelman College into my pocket.   
 
I sit at a desk in the cold library at a wooden table and I feel privileged.  The library assistants 
roll the boxes out on carts and I feel ready to feast.  I feel like the richest girl in the world when 
the life of a black feminist is indexed before me, and I can choose what I’d like to experience.   I 
scroll through a long menu, line by line, of the topics the places, the people, and the causes that 
Pauli impacted.  I hear Pauli whispering to me when I open new folders.  See what I did there, 
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she says.  Sometimes I feel intrusive, like when I read the poetry book she kept from her slain 
father.  Or when I read Murray’s frantic diary remarks of feeling being young, lonely and empty. 
I also feel like I’m going to make it.  Like we’re going to make it.  Like maybe the arc of history 
really is bent towards justice.  And maybe it matters more which way you believe the arc bends 
rather than having a compass for the metaphorical arc.  I feel sure change is possible.  I feel like I 
am capable.  I feel like my choices matter. 
  
And I think this is why confederate flags are determined to fly so high.  What if pages from our 
grandmother’s diaries became flag instead?  And I feel it is really too bad that I’m here partially 
because I spent thousands of dollars to attend an institution to ask them for hundreds of dollars to 
visit a library—a library at the very institution that revoked Pauli’s admission its law school 
when they learned Pauli was not actually the name of a man, as they’d expected.  
 
It makes me mad that I’m the only black person in this hushed cold room.  Because how many 
more boxes could we read together!  Why is our history in a box, anyway?  
 
When I leave, I feel sad to part with a kindred spirit and to leave this world. I want to start a 
blog, to bear witness. I call myself a scholar.  
 I believe in love again.  I am kinder to people.  I smile more at strangers. I refuse, as best as I 
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